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"The Finest in Angling Literature" – still on paper because it’s cool getting something as golden as "The Finest" in the U.S. mail 
 

 

 
This is painful to write.  The 2021 BIG Auction is postponed.  As a board, we discussed and thought and 
discussed some more – ultimately deciding that a spring 2021 in-person fundraiser was not a good idea at 
this time.   
 
BUT – that doesn’t mean we aren’t having some fun in 2021.  We are confident that sometime later in 
2021 – we will organize a gathering – likely a raucous one, a real hootenanny, where we will raise some 
money and maybe a beer or two – in person – where we can tell lies, make things up about each other, 
and laugh……in person! 
 
 

 
Ok, it’s February 2021.  Now what?  How about some tips? 
 
TIP#1:  If you need a South Dakota fishing license, best get that out of the way because they expire 
January 31 each year.  You can do this via www.gfp.sd.gov – go to ‘licenses’, then ‘purchase license’. 
 
TIP#2 (a 2fer) – Fish pix and releasing fish: 
 

• WET YOURSELF before touching the fish.  Don’t wet your waders, wet your hands.  That slime on 
a fish is a protective coating, your dry hands ain’t helping it any, trust me, ask any fisheries 
professional at the GF&P. 

• KEEP THE FISH WET – no need to hold that fish out of the water for long, if at all.  To see what I 
mean, have a friend hold your head under the water for the amount of time you have the fish out of 
the water……see what I mean.   

 
TIP#3:  DON’T EAT YELLOW SNOW (if you can even find any this year).   
 
TIP#4:  ALWAYS SPACKLE BEFORE YOU PAINT (seems simple, but I often forget this one J) 
 
TIP#5:  READ ABOUT BLACK HILLS FISH MANAGEMENT PLAN (search ‘south Dakota game fish and 
parks black hills stream management’ choose the 2020 to 2024 plan, link below):   
https://gfp.sd.gov/UserDocs/docs/BHFMA_Plan_2020-2024_Final.pdf 
 
Godspeed to us all!   
May your boat float high and your bobber go under, with a large fish on the other end. 
 
Editor's note:  Frank Zappa had it right on Tip #3.  "Watch out where those Huskies go…." 
 

THE BIG AUCTION – POSTPONED!   

Notes From the Oval Eddy, by El Supremo  



BHFF Board of Directors 
 
We have NEW board members! 
 

Our board had few a changes starting in 2021 and thought we should share. 
 

Mark Vickers - the Godfather, or a Godfather of BHFF has gone to pasture.  Not 'that' pasture thankfully, 
but the pasture where large foolish brown trout live.  Mark put in decades, literally decades of 
commitment to BHFF.  We're going to be writing more about and celebrating Mark's contributions in the 
near future.  So, if you see Mark, please tell him THANKS!  BHFF wouldn't be where it is without him.  Oh, 
and Mark, couldn't completely run away from us as he's still willing to volunteer his time for this fine rag of 
a publication! 
 

Buddy Seiner - a NEW board member - hales from Pierre, but has deep roots in the Hills.  Buddy is 
simply, all in, on all things fishing.  He's a great story teller, check him out at www.fishstories.org    
 

Rich Morrison - another NEW board member - is from California but found his way to the Hills by way of 
his skills as a pilot, as in a B-1, that kind of pilot!  Rich is a 'gear junkie' (think Powell rods) and you'll be 
hearing more from Rich in the near future as well. 
 

Editor's Note:  Of course it was sad watching this unfold, but the writing was on the wall.  When MV lost his filter and 
started shouting "Get off my lawn!" at board meetings, you knew his days were numbered.   
 
Update - Life's Too Short to Row a Boat Made Out of Recycled Milk Jugs - MV 
 
In the last issue of "The Finest" I wrote about the enjoyment I 
receive working on an old wood drift boat, and also took that 
opportunity to disparage all other types of boats.   
 
Since there was actually some interest in that article, I thought 
an update would be timely.  I'm still at it, although I've been 
stymied a little by colder weather.  There's fairly limited ability to 
heat the shop, so things that take a while to dry (varnish, epoxy, 
paint) were put on hold for most of January.  A lot of the interior 
parts I was able to take home, and have been re-finishing them 
there.   
 

To the right is a photo of the old girl lying in the fetal position.  
Stripped of all parts (seats, etc.) in the interior, and sanded 
down to the base layer of epoxy on the hull.  The bottom was a 
little more beat-up than I thought it would be, so it got a dose of 
sanding as well, in preparation for a couple more layers of an 
epoxy / graphite powder mix.   
 

You'll note the random orbital sander in the lower left corner.  
My old Porter-Cable sander gave up the ghost after many years, 
so I bought this one (a Craftsman) half-way through my sanding 
chores.  For $50 (one-third the original cost of my Porter Cable), it has turned out to be a fine tool.  So far, 
I'm impressed.   
 

As seen in the photo on the following page, I gave the hull another layer of epoxy, using a small foam 
roller, and then "tipping" it with a foam brush, which eliminates most of the air bubbles.  I also applied two 
coats of the epoxy / graphite mix to the bottom, sanding in-between coats.  The photo doesn't do it justice, 
as the bottom looks like a sheet of black glass.   
 

Note the different colored 2" band at the interface of the bottom and the hull.  This joint is called the chine.  
It will be re-caulked, and then gets covered with the chine cap, a thin strip of white oak that protects it.  
The problem is that to apply the caulk I need to keep the shop at 50 degrees or higher for three days so 



that it properly cures, and it's still too cold for that.  The caulk is 
truly nasty stuff that can even be applied underwater.  So what's 
next?  Several coats of varnish, scuffing in-between coats.  Caulk 
the chine.  Turn it over and install the interior pieces. 
 

Last summer I enjoyed fishing the Bighorn with an old friend, 
legendary guide, and first-ballot inductee into The Hisega Angling 
Hall-of-Fame.  That of course would be Kip "Snookie" Dean.  I'm 
providing his name here in hopes that you'll think more highly of 
me as an angler.  In any case, I was in the back of the boat, lost 
my balance, and basically fell out.  From my knees down I was still 
inside the boat as my foot was caught, but that hardly counted.  
First time ever, and it could have been pretty unpleasant.     
 

This got me thinking about installing a "knee brace" in the back of 
the boat.  It required a little thought, since on most boats that 
include this feature it's more difficult to move about the boat, get in 
and out, etc..  Generally I don't like them in the stern, but I really 
don't want to go swimming either.  The solution will be one that 
you frequently see on flats boats - just an upside-down U-shaped 
painted aluminum tube, that I'll run through the floorboards and 

securely anchor to the frame.  I'll keep it narrow - just something to lean against and also grab if 
necessary.  There's a business in RC that can both weld and bend aluminum tubing, so I'll be visiting 
them once I get the boat out of the fetal position and can take a few measurements.   
 

So that's the update.  Hopefully I'll be floating down a big western river by early April.  
     
The Loss of a Public Gem That Never Was, by Buddy Seiner 
 
In 1875, an act was made into law that granted a number of railway operators the ability to establish 
railroad right of ways (ROWs) on and through public lands.  The General Railroad Right-of-Way Act of 
1875 paved the way for many of the railway companies at the time to expand their operations into the 
west.  In 1890, a plat and profile was filed with the United States Land Office in Rapid City for a rail line 
from Whitewood to Deadwood.  One that would be utilized until 1970.  In 1972, the land transfers 
began.  First, the Chicago and Northwestern Railway Company quitclaimed the property to the State of 
South Dakota for $5,000. In 1985, those rights were transferred to the South Dakota Game, Fish and 
Parks.  At some point during this time, The Whitewood Creek Game Production Area was established, 
granting access to a small stretch of whitewood canyon and the banks of Whitewood Creek. In 2003, the 
rights were transferred yet again to the Northern Hills Regional Railroad Authority (NHRRA) to help in 
their attempt to establish a tourist train running from Whitewood to Deadwood.   
 

Kevin Costner, who is a stockholder of the NHRRA’s parent 
company, Black Hills Transportation, Co. had grandiose plans 
to establish a bustling tourist train business from Rapid City 
Regional Airport, to his hopeful resort in Deadwood.  Not only 
did the project not receive any outside funding or investment 
interest, but they ran into another roadblock in Charles Brown 
and a group of landowners with property in Whitewood 
Canyon.  These landowners came together to find that they 
might have rights to this land running through their 
backyards.  In 2004, Brown brought a lawsuit against the 
NHRRA and the State of South Dakota arguing that when the 

railroad was abandoned in 1970, the property should have gone back to the current adjoining landowners 
in the area.  The circuit judge disagreed, which started a three year appeals process that would ultimately 
lead to the South Dakota Supreme Court.   



In 2007, the high court justices decided that the railroad did, in fact, lose all rights to an established right-
of-way on landowner property along whitewood creek after the line was abandoned in 1970.  They agreed 
with recent federal court rulings that found similar plans to convert railroad rights of way to public uses to 
be no more than a taking of private property without the rightful property owner being compensated 
accordingly.  Because the railroad failed to retain interests in the ROW that existed alongside private land, 
the properties were to be transferred to the landowners themselves.  Therefore, any and all transfers of 
that property that took place after the abandonment were not legal transfers of ownership.    
 

When I asked Paul Coughlin, habitat program administrator with GFP, about losing the Whitewood Creek 
game production area, he said that we didn’t actually lose anything because there was technically never 
anything to lose.  Because the transfer was not legitimate, the State of South Dakota and South Dakota 
GFP never officially owned it.  That doesn’t take away the fact that it was open to the public for a long 
time.  Heck, I remember the access signs!  I walked that stretch of creek so many times over the years, it 
became almost like a personal retreat.  With each visit I found fish and serenity, almost every time in 
complete solitude.  I remember most details of each excursion down that battered gravel road.  The first 
was most memorable, having a vivid recollection of every seam, bend, small bucket, and downed tree.  I 
caught three species of trout on nymphs, dries, and big streamers.  The smallest, a lightly colored female 
brook trout...the largest a kype-jawed 20” brown.   
 

Many others came to hand on that first day.  A few others (likely many more than my memory allows) 
were lost as well.  Many hours were spent observing and enjoying the solitude.  Admiring the rhythmic 
rising of small languid browns gingerly sipping midges under a downed pine, before a well placed Griffith's 
Gnat made a few less leery fish jump towards the sky with surprise.  I remember the pool running around 
a very well known rock wall as it acted like Santa’s bag of presents on Christmas Eve.  Only, instead of 
beautifully wrapped boxes, the gifts were a seemingly never ending supply of hungry trout grabbing hold 
of my nymph.  Many other days hold their special spot in the memory vault.  Like one spring day getting 
caught in a massive thunderstorm that forced me into hiding under the cliff side rocks right along the south 
edge of the creek.  While the water barreled from the sky, the creek rose rapidly towards my feet.  Had the 
rain not stopped, I might have been swimming with the fishes.   
 

Or the fine autumn day when I introduced a friend to the area.  We were welcomed with gin clear water, 
slippery rocks, and wary trout.  They wouldn’t spook or swim away at the sight of our shadows, only 
gracefully move to one side or the other to avoid any incoming imitations that didn’t fit their liking.  Only a 
size 20 hares ear presented with perfection would prompt the slightest pause from my subsurface 
communication device.   
 

Of all the memories back in that GPA, not one bad one sticks out in my mind.  Not one where picking up 
trash, or running into fly fishing assholes tarnished the serenity and solitude.  It was a very special place 
enjoyed by many people, but each time I was back there it felt like it was all mine.  I could have very well 
convinced myself that my own cabin was looking down into that canyon...the warm fireplace ready to dry 
out my boots for the next day's adventures.  
 

John Gierach wrote about this very haunt in a 2016 article for Fly Rod & Reel Magazine.  At least I believe 
this is the spot.  The article also contained a nice memory of the late, great Keith Wintersteen who took a 
morning away from his naturalist gig to guide them to some brookies on Castle Creek.  None of the Black 
Hills streams were mentioned by name in John’s piece, but his musings about this stretch on Whitewood 
Creek made it seem all too obvious to me.  He wrote: 

 

“We got wind of a stream near Deadwood that once had been stocked 
with tiger trout and might still have some.  I got in at the bottom of a 
pool lying in the shade of a cliff and began casting my hopper to the 
tail-out just above the riffle.  It was another cloudless day, already 
warm and heading toward hot, and this hundred yards of rock outcrop 
threw the only shade in sight.  I could see Paul ahead of me at the 
upstream end of the cliff and vowed to fish my water as slowly as he 
fished his.  I got three trout on the hopper in that pool, then, fighting off 
the urge to move on, added a small pheasant-tail dropper, fished through it again and got another.  After a 



10-minute rest I switched to an elk-hair caddis and got another trout, then added a soft-hackle dropper to 
that and got two more.  After another, longer rest I fished through again with the same hopper I’d started 
with and got one more fish right up at the head of the pool.  It was the biggest one: a brown about 14 
inches long that I’d never have seen if I’d fished through on the first pass.  I don’t know how long I spent in 
this spot, but it was long enough for the shadow of the cliff to sidle halfway across the pool.  I vowed to 
slow down my fishing pace from there on out.”   
 

They never did catch a tiger trout that day, but I doubt that mattered to them.  Reading it allows me to 
imagine the exact fishing location referenced in the story (and me standing in Gierach’s place).  Only in 
my imaginary circumstance, I would be catching larger fish.   
 

Anyone I have ever met that had explored the glorious banks of this particular watershed had been moved 
by it in some way.  It’s unfortunate that not everyone that ever fished there respected it as they should 
have. But I am thankful I was given a chance to share it with a few select individuals who also came to 
appreciate it greatly.  Only the landowners ultimately know why this area was finally closed to the 
public.  Some say they were dealing with too much rif-raf and garbage.  Others believe they just want to 
keep that beautiful spot to themselves.  Whatever the reason, the public lost something special in that 
Whitewood Creek GPA, and I already miss it a lot.  I may or may not still visit the area, staying below the 
high water mark and daydreaming of my cabin up on the edge of the canyon walls.  Hopefully there are 
still a few trout there to keep me company.   
 

Here is a link to the court case summary for anyone interested enough to read 
it:  https://law.justia.com/cases/south-dakota/supreme-court/2007/23989.html 

 
 

Iron Thorax Nymph, Provided by Ryan Gabert of Dakota Angler 
 
A version of the Pheasant tail nymph originated by Rocco Fasone. We discovered it in the Solitude Flies 
Catalog. Very effective pattern tie in natural pheasant with a red thorax, olive pheasant with olive wire, 
and black pheasant with blue wire. We substituted Fluoro Fiber for the pheasant tail legs of the original. 
Many versions of the pheasant tail nymph have included copper wire as a thorax, including the original 
tied by Frank Sawyer. 

Hook: Tiemco 3769 or similar Short Shank 
Nymph Hook 
 
Thread: 12/0 Semperfli or 70 Denier UTC 
 

Tail: Pheasant tail fibers 
 

Abdomen: Pheasant tail fibers 
 

Rib: Small or X-Small 
Ultra Wire 
 

Thorax: Ultra Wire 
 

Wingcase: Pheasant tail 
fibers can be coated with UV Resin for Durability 
 
Legs: Fluoro Fiber or Pheasant tail fibers 
 

 
Published when it's convenient to do so, Flylines, "The Finest in Angling Literature" is the voice of the Black 
Hills Flyfishers. Our editorial policy is to print the news, a portion of which will inevitably be true. Contributions 
to and compliments about Flylines can be sent to Mark Vickers at wbg@rushmore.com. Complaints should be 
directed to David Hanna at davidhanna85@gmail.com. Read with extreme caution. FlyLines is non-toxic, but 
don't eat it. 
 
REMEMBER TO CHECK OUT BLACK HILLS FLYFISHERS ON THE WEB TO READ MORE ABOUT 
US WWW.BLACKHILLSFLYFISHERS.COM or on FACEBOOK  



BBlack Hills Flyfishers  
PPO Box 1621 
RRapid City, SD 57709-1621 

 
 

RETURN SERVICE REQUESTED 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

BLACK HILLS FLYFISHERS MEMBERSHIP APPLICATION 
 
 
Name:      

 
Address:    

 
City, State, Zip:     

 
Phone / 
Email_____________________________________________________ 

 
Dues payments are $30 (general), $75 (sustaining), $125 (sponsor), $500 (donor), or $1,000 (lifetime).  Please 
complete all of the blanks above, make your check payable to Black Hills Flyfishers and mail to: 

 
Black Hills Flyfishers 

PO Box 1621 
Rapid City, SD  57709 

 
You can also make dues payments on-line at blackhillsflyfishers.com! 


